In this paper, Kaluza-Klein theory is revisited and its implications are elaborated. We show that electromagnetic 4-potential can be considered as a shearing-like deformation of a 5-dimensional (5D) manifold along the fifth (5th) axis. The charge-to-mass ratio has a physical meaning of the ratio between the movement along the direction of the 5th axis and the movement in the 4D spacetime. In order to have a 5D matter which is consistent with the construction of the 5D manifold, a notion of particle-thread is suggested. Examinations on the compatibility of reference frames reveal a covariance breaking of the 5th dimension. The field equations which extend Einstein's field equations give the total energy-momentum tensor as a sum of that of matter, electromagnetic field, and the interaction between electric current and electromagnetic potential. Finally, the experimental implications are calculated for the weak potential case.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been nearly a hundred years since the attempt for a unified field theory had been made. Although nowadays mainstream concern about the unification is to obtain a quantum theory of gravity, the beginning approaches were to make a theory of electromagnetism in the manner of differential geometry of general relativity. The most representative work of this kind was done by Theodor Kaluza [1] and Oskar Klein [2] . The following brief introduction of Kaluza-Klein theory is based on [3] [4] [5] . In 1921, Kaluza tried to unify the electromagnetism and the gravitation in 5-dimensions. Kaluza constructed a 5D metric including a new scalar field and the whole metric was independent of the 5th dimension. He also assumed the source-free condition for 5-dimensions. The geodesic equation in 5-dimensions produced a term that could be thought as the Lorentz force. However, there was another term containing the scalar field and this term could exceed the Lorentz force term. This additional term was a critical defect of Kaluza's model.
In 1926, Klein proposed a modified version of Kaluza's 5D metric, which was
where φ was a scalar field and the repeating boundary condition was imposed along the 5th dimension. This is what we now call as the Kaluza-Klein metric. Then, from Einstein's field equations for 5D vacuum, 4D Einstein's field equations with energy-momentum of electromagnetic field could be obtained when φ was fixed to be a constant. The fixation of φ could avoid the critical defect of Kaluza's model. Klein then compactified the 5th dimension in order to connect his model to quantum mechanics. However, it was discovered later that the fixation of φ is consistent with the source-free condition only if F ab F ab = 0 [6] . In this paper, we consider a model to explain the electromagnetism as a geometrical structure in 5-dimensions. The present model does not compactify the 5th dimension, so it is closer to Kaluza's original idea. The suggested model obtains a metric which has an identical form of Klein's metric (or Kaluza-Klein metric) with a fixed φ through a shearing-like deformation of a 5D manifold. Even though the metric has the same form, the construction of the metric for the 5D manifold and the 4D space-time (throughout the present paper, space-time will mean 4D spacetime) is different from both Kaluza's original idea and Klein's version. The model focuses not on the induced matter from higher dimensional geometry but on the pre-existing matter. Because of this, the model does not inherit the source-free condition and gives a new form of 5D matter.
The structure of the present paper is following. Motivations for introducing the 5th dimension and the method to get the 4D physics from the 5D one are discussed in Section II. Then, the 5D manifold used throughout this paper is constructed and the interpretation of electromagnetic 4-potential is given at Section III. Here, we also suggests that 5D matter is composed of many 1D threads extending parallel to the 5th axis. Section IV is about physical quantities in the deformed manifold and decides the metric of the 5D manifold. Discussions on the splitting of 5D field equations are also given here. Section V shows that, with a help from the interpretation of the charge-to-mass ratio, the 4-acceleration due to the Lorentz force originates from the projection of a 5D geodesic onto the space-time. Section VI examines the compatibility of reference frames, and considers that the covariance of the 5th dimension is broken. Based on all the previous discussions about the 5th dimension, the 4D field equations which extend Einstein's field equations are finally suggested in Section VII, and this completes the discussions on the field equations. In here we show that the total energy-momentum tensor is a sum of energy-momenta of matter, electromagnetic field, and the interaction between electric current and electromagnetic potential. Section VIII deals with the unit system derived from the construction of the field equations. Section IX discusses the experimental implications. Lastly, Section X gives the conclusion and suggests further researches.
Throughout the paper, indices for 4D variables are given in Roman alphabets (a, b, c, ...), whereas indices for 5D variables are given in Greek alphabets (α, β, γ, ...). Tilde is used for physical quantities in the deformed 5D manifold and the deformed space-time. Upper bar is used when the indices alone cannot guarantee that the quantity is calculated in the 5D manifold. s is the 5D interval and τ is the proper time in the space-time. Notations are summarized in Appendix A. We adopt the geometrized unit G = c = 1. Derivations of equations are also given at the appendixes.
II. DESIGN OF THE MODEL
The model constructed in this paper is inspired from the characteristic of a static gravitational field. In a static gravitational field, the metric of space-time is time independent and 3D space at each moment becomes a 3D hypersurface of a constant time. While every object follows its geodesic in the space-time, its trajectory in a 3D space is curved and is not a 3D geodesic in space. The 3D trajectory is a projection of the 4D geodesic onto the 3D space and the curvature of 3D trajectory in space depends on the object's velocity in the Newtonian sense. Although the direction of velocity can be known in the 3D space by dealing with the 3D trajectory, the magnitude of velocity cannot be determined only from the 3D trajectory but should be found in the space-time. Interestingly, the magnitude of velocity indicates how much the 4D geodesic is parallel to the time axis such that more parallel it is, smaller is the speed. So, the curvature of 3D trajectory becomes smaller as the object's speed becomes higher, or as the 4D geodesic becomes less parallel to the time axis and more parallel to the 3D space.
Analogous arguments can be applied to a model which describes electromagnetic field in a 5D manifold. Now electromagnetic field is a geometrical structure of the 5D manifold and every object follows 5D geodesic motion. Spacetime is a 4D hypersurface with a constant 5th coordinate and the 5D metric is independent of the 5th coordinate. An object's trajectory on the space-time is a projection of its 5D geodesic onto the space-time and generally is not a 4D geodesic in space-time. The curvature of 4D trajectory is the 4-acceleration and this should be regarded as the effect of the Lorentz force. Meanwhile, it is known that the 4-acceleration due to the Lorentz force depends on the 4-velocity and the charge-to-mass ratio of an object. For a given electromagnetic field, it is experimentally verified that the direction of the 4-acceleration is decided by the 4-velocity and the magnitude of the 4-acceleration is directly proportional to the charge-to-mass ratio.
Therefore, the influence of 4-velocity on the curvature of 4D trajectory in a 5D manifold corresponds to the influence of the direction of 3-velocity on the curvature of 3D trajectory in a static gravitational field. More importantly, the influence of the charge-to-mass ratio on the curvature of 4D trajectory in a 5D manifold corresponds to the influence of the magnitude of 3-velocity on the curvature of 3D trajectory in a static gravitational field (note that it is meaningless to consider the magnitude of 4-velocity). This comparison encourages the interpretation that an object's charge-tomass ratio can be thought as a quantity indicating how much its 5D geodesic is parallel to the 5th axis or parallel to the space-time. Since higher charge-to-mass ratio gives higher 4-acceleration, objects with a higher charge-to-mass ratio should have 5D geodesics more parallel to the 5th axis, and neutral objects may have 5D geodesics parallel to the space-time. We propose more quantitatively that the charge-to-mass ratio is a ratio of the movement along the direction of the 5th axis to the movement on the space-time. This initial idea about charge-to-mass ratio in terms of a dimensionless particle will be supplemented and more completely interpreted using a 1D object in Section III and Section IV.
Once the physics in the 5D manifold is fully described it should be reduced to that of the 4-dimensions in order to get the equations in terms of the observed quantities in the space-time without considering the 5th dimension. This reduction will allow us to check the 5D physics with the experimentally verified 4D physics. The prescribed setup, especially the part that the space-time is the hypersurface with a constant 5th coordinate, makes the reduction process to be a simple projection. The coordinate system in the 5D manifold is capable of being constructed in such a way that its 4D part coincides with the coordinate of the space-time. From now on, that coordinate system is assumed. This coordinate construction of the 5D manifold gives the induced metric of the space-time to be identical to the 4D part of the 5D metric. Also, a trajectory of an object in the space-time can be simply obtained by taking the 4D part of the 5D geodesic due to this coordinate construction.
Although it is common to use the 5th dimension to explain electromagnetism in a geometrical manner, setup of the present model and the resultant reduction process along with the reduced 4D physics are distinct from the original Kaluza-Klein theory. Reduction in Kaluza-Klein theory can be found in [3, 7, 8] . In Kaluza-Klein theory, the way of embedding of space-time into 5D manifold is not specified but only the metric relation between 5D manifold and the space-time is given. Instead, in the present model, it is established that the space-time is a hypersurface with a constant 5th coordinate. This results in a different space-time metric from Kaluza-Klein case. By showing that the Ricci scalars of the space-time for the two cases are different, it is clear that the space-time in the present model and the space-time in Kaluza-Klein theory are actually different, so the ways of embedding are also. Calculations of the Ricci scalar of the space-time is given at Appendix E, after obtaining the final 5D metric via discussions in Section III and IV. The difference in embedding raises differences on the space-time metric (see Section IV), on the correction terms in the 4-acceleration of the space-time trajectory (see Section V), and even on the signature of the 5th dimension (see Section VII). The first two are physical and not mere mathematical differences as they can be tested by experiments (see Section IX).
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL
Our model inherits the qualitative features of general relativity but in 5-dimensions, so that the 5D manifold is described by 5D metric and the metric is affected by 5D energy-momentum. We consider a 5D manifold which is constructed by dragging the space-time to the direction of the 5th axis so that the 4D part of 5D metric is independent of the 5th coordinate. However, to validate the independence of 5D metric on the 5th dimension, the independence of matter on the 5th dimension is needed. Therefore, we consider that particles in space-time are also dragged together so that they become threads parallel to the 5th axis. Given the notion of the "particle-thread", a particle in the space-time becomes the cross section of the corresponding particle-thread along the space-time. 5D matter composed of particle-threads ensures that the matter distribution is independent of the 5th coordinate, and hence the independence of whole 5D metric on the 5th coordinate due to the translational symmetry of matter.
Actually, the notion of particle-thread is not additionally introduced but follows from the dragging construction. Considering that the 5D manifold is constructed by continuously dragging the space-time, a 5D point particle distribution is unnatural since placing discrete 5D matters will invalidate the construction process of dragging. Discrete placing means that there should be some unknown external factors affecting the process of dragging that deciding on which 4D hypersurface will the 5D particle be placed or not. Yet, no such external factors are allowable for our construction of the 5D manifold.
In addition, the notion of particle-thread helps to define the distance between particles. If a point particle does not extend along the 5th dimension, the proposed interpretation of the charge-to-mass ratio implies that the 5D distance between two particles with different charge-to-mass ratios will diverge as time goes on even if they are stationary in the 3D space. On the other hand, the distance between two particle-threads can be defined naturally as the distance between their cross sections on the space-time and then it is reduced to the well-established distance between the corresponding particles in the 3D space.
Besides of these helping features, it is possible to imagine a mechanical wave propagating along a particle-thread. A wave will create a perturbation on the energy-momentum of the particle-thread but the change of the energymomentum along the 5th dimension should be negligible in a large scale. Although the possibility of mechanical wave does not seem to raise any immediate issues, it should be examined thoroughly to see whether there is any contradiction with the observations. Also, the physical meanings of quantities associated with the wave, such as its wavelength, amplitude, and propagation speed, need to be investigated. The present paper will not pursue the issue related to the wave along a particle-thread further and deals only with the zero mode of the wave.
The design of the 5D model in Section II is now to be revised to a particle-thread version. Fortunately, both particlethread and 5D metric are independent of the 5th dimension, so any pair of geodesics which have the same tangent vectors at each of their starting point with common space-time coordinates but different 5th coordinate are exactly identical. In other words, every portion of particle-thread moves identically and shows an exactly same behavior as a geodesic motion of a test particle in the 5D manifold. This guarantees that a particle-thread which is following its 5D geodesic does not entangle with another particle-thread along its extension unless there exist some pre-given internal motion of the particle-thread. The projection of 5D geodesic on the space-time will be the trajectory of the cross section of the particle-thread along the space-time. However, the charge-to-mass ratio should be thought no more as the ratio of a particle's movement along the 5th axis to its movement on the space-time, but as the flow speed of a particle-thread along its extension. Then a particle-thread corresponding to a charged particle flows along its extension and a particle-thread corresponding to a neutral particle does not flow but only moves parallel to the space-time. Now we start to construct the 5D manifold by considering first a situation where there exist only neutral objects. Starting from a space-time with its metric tensor g ab , a 5D manifold is constructed by dragging the space-time into the 5th direction. This dragging construction makes every hypersurface of constant x 4 to be identical to the space-time, so the 5D manifold will have a metric tensor
with a proper coordinate along the 5th dimension and every component of the metric is independent of the 5th dimension. We will take the signature of the 5th dimension to be positive. The 4a-part of the metric decides the orthogonality of the space-time and the 5th direction. However, for the case that every object is neutral, all the particle-threads are not flowing so the 5D matter distribution will have a 5th axis-reversal symmetry. Therefore, the whole 5D manifold also should have the 5th axis-reversal symmetry and this gives
Let us take this to be an electromagnetic field-free manifold. Now we consider a general situation where there exist charged objects too. In this case, the 5th axis-reversal symmetry is broken so it is possible to have non-vanishing 4a-part. In our model, a flowing particle-thread trails its neighboring part of the 5D manifold so that shearing occurs on the manifold in the direction of the flow of particlethread. To represent the shearing quantitatively, we introduce an operation on a manifold which will be called as deformation.
A deformation is an operation which keeps the coordinate values of every point of the manifold while changing the manifold. This means that dx α = dx α for any infinitesimal displacement since the coordinate does not change, but its norm can differ since the manifold and its metric changes. Even though the effect of a deformation is completely different from that of a coordinate transformation, interestingly, they can give a similar-looking change of metric. Keeping this in mind, a deformation acting on a manifold gives a deformed metric bỹ
where D γ α performs the deformation. It is important to note that the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor, and the Ricci scalar ofg αβ cannot be computed by treating D γ α as a coordinate transformation on g γδ and applying the tensor transformation rule on those tensors since, again, the deformation is an operation on the manifold itself. More discussions about the deformation are given at Appendix B.
For our case, to find a shearing deformation, we first look at a coordinate transformation given by
where C a = C a (x b ). Then, the equations for the coordinate differentials become
and we rename the whole parenthesis part in Equation (6b) to be C a for the notational convenience. Then, the equations for the coordinate differentials are re-written as
This transformation represents a shearing along the 5th dimension since the 5th axis remains the same but the other four axis become inclined while keeping the values of the first four coordinates. After the above transformation, the metric of Equation (3) is now expressed in the primed coordinate,
This is the same form of Kaluza-Klein metric with φ 2 = 1. However, it is not true that all Kaluza-Klein metric with φ 2 = 1 can be thought as a product of a coordinate transformation from the metric of the electromagnetic field-free manifold since the commutativity of the second partial derivatives requires C a,b = C b,a .
Because of this, we consider a deformation which resembles the resulting equation of a coordinate transformation, Equation (8), but now the commutativity of the second partial derivatives is no longer needed to be concerned. To emphasize this, instead of C a , we introduce B a which does the role of deformation. Due to the introduction of particle-thread, the deformation is independent of the 5th coordinate and hence B a is a function of the space-time coordinates alone. Then the deformation given by (9) yields, using Equation (3) and (4), the deformed 5D manifold with metric
where every component is independent of the 5th coordinate and B a,b is no more required to be the same with B b,a . A comparison betweeng αβ and g ′ αβ presents that this deformation affects the 5D manifold in the sense of shearing. It should be noted that since the deformation is not a mere mathematical handling but a physical phenomenon, the B a in Equation (10) is the order parameter deciding how much the distance structure of the manifold changes.
We will interpret B a , the quantity indicating the shearing-like deformation, as the electromagnetic 4-potential on each point of the deformed 5D manifold. This is justified by the fact that the 4-acceleration of a projection of 5D geodesic of that metric on the space-time gives the Lorentz force term as the leading term (the calculation will be given at Section V). Then the metricg αβ of the deformed 5D manifold becomes Kaluza-Klein metric with φ 2 = 1. Before deriving more equations using this metric of deformed manifold, the electromagnetic 4-potential should be defined clearly. This discussion will be continued in Section IV.
Is the 5th dimension space-like or time-like? It depends on the choice of the signature of the space-time metric. In Section VII, the field equations reveal that the 5th dimension is time-like by showing that the 4D signature should be (+ − − −). But then the ultrahyperbolicity problem arises. As Tegmark pointed out [9] , the partial differential equations in two or more time dimensions become ultrahyperbolic and the world is to be unpredictable. Remarkably, the particle-thread of the present model hinders this problem. The particle-thread guarantees both metric and energymomentum to be independent of the 5th dimension, and thanks to this, every partial derivative with respect to the 5th coordinate vanishes. Then, the 5D partial differential equations can be recast into the hyperbolic 4D partial differential equations of the space-time. In this respect, one can say that the particle-thread does the role of keeping the hyperbolicity of the 5D manifold.
IV. PHYSICAL QUANTITIES IN THE DEFORMED MANIFOLD
Since a deformation acting on a manifold affects the manifold itself, all the observable quantities in the presence of non-zero electromagnetic potential should be defined in the deformed manifold. In a sense, an undeformed manifold performs only the intermediate role. The fact, which will be proven in Section V, that the Lorentz force does appear in the deformed manifold supports this. Therefore, all the observable quantities in the space-time including the Lorentz force and the 4-velocities will be defined in the deformed space-time. In other words, the deformed space-time is the right stage where the 4D physics is described.
We also define the charge-to-mass ratio of an object in the deformed manifold. It is interpreted as the flow speed of the corresponding particle-thread along its extension, and its every portion follows an identical 5D geodesic. For this geodesic, the charge-to-mass ratio has a meaning of the ratio of movement along the direction of the 5th axis to the movement on the space-time. Therefore, an object's charge-to-mass ratio can be expressed by
for the geodesic that every portion of the corresponding particle-thread follows. This allows us to picture the chargeto-mass ratio as a slope of the geodesic in 5-dimensions. For a particle-thread, its cross section along the space-time is a particle in the space-time, and mass is a character of that cross section. Therefore, the electric charge q = m × (dx 4 /dτ ) becomes a quantity describing the mass flow rate of a particle-thread. From this, the picture of the model can be drawn such that the mass flow of a particle-thread along the 5th direction in the 5D world is conceived as an electric charge in a 4D hypersurface. So, in the present model, there is no such thing as a 3D brane in which the matters are confined, nor there is any division between the brane and the bulk.
As discussed in Section III, 5D matter is composed of particle-threads. This suggests that two physical quantities are required to describe 5D matter. One is a 4D energy-momentum tensor which corresponds to the distribution and movement of cross sections of particle-threads on the space-time. The other is a 4-current density which describes the flux of the particle-threads. These two are enough to describe 5D matter distribution considering that the only appropriate form of 5D matter is a particle-thread. Actually, using 4D quantities only is better than newly introducing a 5D energy-momentum tensor because the 5D volume density of a particle-thread blows up. Note that the 4D surface density of the 5D matter along the space-time is the mass distribution which is finite and non-zero.
For a given matter distribution, the two quantities, 4D energy-momentum tensor and 4-current density, can be obtained by a conventional way but now in the deformed space-time. This disjunction of 5D matter quantities and the covariance breaking of the 5th dimension, which is dealt in Section VI, make the field equations relating the 5D metric and the 5D matter to be described by two splitted equations, one using only the 4-current density and the other using both.
Before discussing more about the field equations, the metric of the 5D manifold should be clarified first. As already mentioned in Section III, the electromagnetic 4-potential does the role of the deformation factor B a of the deformed 5D manifold with respect to the undeformed 5D manifold. This deformation is caused by flowing particle-threads trailing the surrounding 5D manifold, and the flux of the particle-threads is the electric 4-current in the deformed space-time, which is an observable quantity. Therefore, the electromagnetic 4-potential will be defined in the deformed space-time as well unlike Kaluza-Klein theory. Then, by replacing B a in Equation (10) toÃ a , emphasizing that it is the electromagnetic 4-potential defined in the deformed space-time, the metric tensor of the deformed 5D manifold can be written asg
where the second equality comes from the discussion on the induced metric tensor of the deformed space-time in Section II. Here, every component is independent of the 5th coordinate. Again, as noted in Section III,Ã a does the role of an order parameter indicating the change of 5D manifold. Now we resume the discussion on the one of the field equations which employ only the 4-current density. It will be shown in Section V that when the shearing-like deformation factor is interpreted as the electromagnetic 4-potential, the leading term of 4-acceleration from the projection of 5D geodesic onto the space-time becomes the Lorentz force. From the well established facts that the Lorentz force depends on the electromagnetic fields and these fields follow Maxwell's equations, the equations determiningÃ a will be Maxwell's equations. However, unlike the conventional Maxwell's theory, the issue of gauge condition arises forÃ a in this 5-dimensional model because now the physical quantity is not the electromagnetic field but the electromagnetic 4-potential itself. Thus, the gauge of the electromagnetic 4-potential must be fixed. The most natural way of gauge fixing is to take it to be the retarded potential in the deformed space-time to satisfy the causality in the space-time. In short, the field equations forÃ a , or g 4a , will be Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic 4-potential in Lorenz gauge in the deformed space-time and the physically valid solution of these equations is a retarded potential due to the 4-current densityJ b in the deformed space-time. The general form of this solution is
where the integral is taken over the deformed space-time andG
is the Green's function for retarded potential.
are functions of the metric of the deformed space-time and, as a consequence, functions of the 4-potential itself. To obtain a complete equation for the 4-potential, the Green's function should be expressed in terms of the quantities associated with the deformed space-time such as the metric, the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor, and the Ricci scalar. This is discussed in [10] . Instead of pursuing the exact Green's function of the deformed space-time in this paper, we will consider a weak potential approximation in Section IX. Until now, we have dealt with the field equations forg 4a (=Ã a ), so the only part remained to be determined in 5D metric isg ab = g ab +Ã aÃb . The field equations for this part will be suggested in Section VII after discussing the covariance breaking of the 5th dimension in Section VI.
At this moment, the features of metric and the metric construction separate the present model from Kaluza-Klein theory. In Kaluza-Klein theory, 5D metric is given as an "ansatz", but in the present model, 5D metric is obtained by dragging the space-time and applying the shearing-like deformation to the 5D manifold. Also, the source of the deformation is said to be particle-threads of charged objects, giving us a picture that flowing particle-threads trailing the surrounding 5D manifold. Furthermore, although the two expressions of the 5D metric in Equation (12) look similar to Kaluza-Klein metric and Kaluza's original metric respectively, the decomposed parts of the 5D metric are different. The former expression in Equation (12) has the electromagnetic 4-potential defined on the deformed spacetime unlike Kaluza-Klein metric that employs electromagnetic 4-potential defined on the undeformed space-time. Also, the space-time metric for the latter expression in Equation (12) isg ab instead of g ab used in Kaluza's original metric. All these differences come from the embedding of the space-time. Since all the physical quantities are defined in the deformed manifold, we will use the latter expression of Equation (12) except the cases where it is needed to distinguish the effect of electromagnetic field and the effect of matter without electromagnetic field separately.
By taking inverse ofg αβ , the inverse metric tensor of the deformed 5D manifold becomes
Equations (12) and (14) include the relation between the metric and the inverse metric of the deformed space-time.
For the 4D physics, index raising and lowering of 4D tensors should be done in the space-time without referencing the 5D manifold. This way of defining the electromagnetic 4-potential prevents loopholes in the model building by making all the observed quantities to be defined on the deformed space-time. But, at the same time, this makes the calculation of electromagnetic 4-potential with a given 4-current density to be difficult. To calculateÃ a , the retardation must be decided byg ab which is the function ofÃ a itself. Therefore, to knowÃ a for a given 4-current density distribution,g ab andÃ a should be determined simultaneously. Fortunately, there is a more convenient way if the 4-current density is weak enough to makeÃ aÃb to be sufficiently small compared to g ab . In this case, it will be acceptable to calculatẽ A a in the undeformed space-time as the zeroth order of approximation.
V. PROJECTION OF 5D GEODESIC
Now we show that the suggested geometrical interpretation of the charge-to-mass ratio and the electromagnetic 4-potential gives the right 4-acceleration which can be seen as the Lorentz force for the projection of 5D geodesic onto the space-time. In the deformed 5D manifold we shall give the 5D geodesic equation in terms of the 4D proper time (τ ) since the Lorentz force will be expressed with a 4-velocity. The 4D proper time is not an affine parameter, so
A lengthy calculation (Appendix C) gives
The 4D part of the geodesic equation in the deformed 5D manifold becomes
This is the equation of the projected 5D geodesic onto the space-time. The Christoffel symbols are given at Appendix D. Then, rearrangement of terms finalizes the equation of the 4-acceleration in the deformed space-time (Appendix F)ã
The termL a is the Lorentz force term. Equation (18) shows the effect of deformation clearly. It can be easily checked that the 4-acceleration (and hence the Lorentz force) vanishes when there is no deformation because the electromagnetic 4-potential becomes zero in that case.
The equation also shows that, in addition to the Lorentz force term, there are corrections for the 4-acceleration in the present model. For Kaluza-Klein theory, there is no such additional correction terms because the proper time is defined on g ab instead ofg ab [11] . These correction terms are experimentally verifiable and can be used to distinguish the present model from Kaluza-Klein theory. We will calculate the explicit components of that terms in Section IX.
VI. COVARIANCE BREAKING OF THE 5TH DIMENSION
The presented interpretation of the charge-to-mass ratio implies that the neutral particle-threads move only along the space-time while charged particle-threads flow along the direction of the 5th axis also. But then the motion will be relative between the particle-threads, so should a charged one observe itself as a neutral one and an originally neutral one as a charged one? An examination on the compatibility of reference frames gives the answer to this question.
All of the electromagnetic phenomena have been described and successfully explained by an observer who observes nearly all of the macroscopic objects in the world to be neutral. We will call this observer as a natural observer and its frame as a natural frame. The suggested model in this paper produces a verified motion of an object at least to the leading term, the Lorentz force term, when the metric of the 5D manifold is constructed by a natural observer. We can examine whether a given frame is compatible with a natural frame by checking that the metric of the 5D manifold constructed by the corresponding observer gives the same 5D manifold constructed by a natural observer and also gives a correct motion for an object in a natural frame.
We denote a given frame with acute accent and a natural frame without any special mark. Then a generic coordinate transformation between these two can be expressed as
Here, only the coefficients M a and N a are important for the present purpose, so we will take Λ a b = δ a b and k = 1. Then the equations become
Now we show that M a should vanish in order to have a proper metric of the 5D manifold. The metric of the 5D manifold constructed by the given observer does not change with respect tox 4 so thatǵ αβ,4 = 0. Then the derivative of metric in a natural frame with respect to x 4 is given by
Since we do not have any general relation between g αβ and g αβ,a (or betweenǵ γδ andǵ γδ,a ), the second term should vanish by itself in order to have g αβ,4 = 0. Then, to make M aǵ γδ,a to be zero for arbitrary cases, M a should be zero. Therefore, we conclude M a must vanish for a compatible frame. Next we show that N a also should vanish in order to have a proper interaction between particles in the space-time observed by a natural observer. For a given N a , we can find an object for which the motion of every portion of the corresponding particle-thread satisfies dx 4 = −N a dx a = 0 in a natural frame. Then let us assume that there are two identical objects satisfying this equation. We can put all other objects infinitely far away from these two objects in the natural frame and this allows us to deal with only the two objects in the given frame too. While these two objects are charged identically in the natural frame they are neutral in the given frame. If the given observer constructs the metric of the 5D manifold, there is no charged object in its frame within finite distance soÁ a = 0 in any finite region including the two objects. So the two objects will not have 4-acceleration in the given frame. Now if their motion is observed by the natural observer, there might be a 4-acceleration which arises from the coordinate transformation including N a . However, this cannot give a correct 4-acceleration in the natural frame since this 4-acceleration now depends only on the details of N a which has nothing to do with the physical condition such as the distance between the two objects. Thus we conclude N a also should vanish for a compatible frame.
To summarize, we cannot construct a compatible frame through a coordinate transformation from a natural frame if there exists any non-zero cross term between the space-time and the 5th dimension. That is, the covariance of the 5th dimension is broken. This can be understood in two aspects. One is M a = 0 which means that every observer should agree on the 5th axis and the other is N a = 0 which indicates that every observer shares a common neutral plane, the 4D hypersurface in the 5D manifold, coinciding with the space-time. The covariance breaking might be associated with the dragging construction but the exact mechanism is remained to be discussed elsewhere.
The covariance is broken only for the 5th dimension and it results in the common 5th axis and common neutral plane. Since any motion along other than the 5th dimension is parallel to the neutral plane, the covariance of the other 4-dimensions is unaffected. Because of this, for a general coordinate transformation between the compatible observers, the 4D part of the 5D tensor behaves as a 4D tensor:
VII. FIELD EQUATIONS AND THE ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR
In this section we suggest the field equations forg ab which are needed to determine the deformed manifold completely in conjunction withÃ a discussed in Section IV. The 4D part of the Einstein tensor of the deformed 5D manifold becomes (Appendix G)Ḡ
up to the second power of the electromagnetic 4-potential, the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor, and the Ricci scalar of the undeformed space-time (the last three will be called as the curvature quantities of the undeformed space-time).
For the 4D signature of (+ − − −), the above equation can be written as
where the superscript <EM> stands for electromagnetic field. Now we choose the permeability of vacuum to be µ 0 = 16π. Also, by takingḠ ab = 8πT ab for the field equations of any manifold (i.e., deformed and undeformed manifold, this is emphasized with the hat mark), the field equations of the undeformed manifold become G ab =Ḡ ab = 8πT
<M> ab (where the superscript <M> stands for matter). Finally, the field equations for the deformed manifold crystallize intō
Therefore, the total energy-momentum tensor in the deformed manifold up to the second power of the electromagnetic 4-potential and the curvature quantities of the undeformed space-time is
This energy-momentum tensor includes the energy-momenta of matter, the electromagnetic field, and additional terms involving the electric current. The latter show that there is an interaction between the electromagnetic potential and the electric current. Before seeing the implications of the field equations, we discuss about the signature of the model briefly. If the 4D signature was taken to be (− + + +), the sign of the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor and inhomogeneous Maxwell's equations should be changed. Then, the resultant total energy-momentum tensor would not make sense since then it involves a difference between the energy-momentum of matter and that of the electromagnetic field. Therefore, (+ − − −) signature is correct for the 4D metric. This difference between two signatures originates from the deformation of the 5D manifold caused by the electromagnetic 4-potential. To see the effect of the signature in the 5D metric tensor, assume that the undeformed space-time is flat and the deformation is small enough so that index raising and lowering of the electromagnetic 4-potential can be done with a flat space-time metric.Ã a = (Φ, A)
is common for both signature, soÃ a = (Φ, − A) for (+ − − −) andÃ a = (−Φ, A) for (− + + +) (the tilde for Φ and A is omitted here). Then, the 5D deformed metric in each signature would bẽ
respectively. They differ not only in the signs but also in the absolute values of the 4D diagonal components. This gives the opposite sign for the electromagnetic energy-momentum in the total energy-momentum tensor. At a glance, time-like 5th dimension looks contrary to the discussion in [8] that the 5th dimension should be space-like. However, this is not a contradiction but a result of different embedding. In Kaluza-Klein theory, the space-time metric is g ab while the space-time metric in the present model isg ab , thus, the curvature quantities are calculated with different metrics. Because of this, while Kaluza-Klein theory observes that G ab yields exact Einstein-Maxwell equations, the present model makesḠ ab to yield field equations containing Einstein-Maxwell equations. An interesting point in Equation (25) is that the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor should be transposed to the opposite side if one wants to get Einstein-Maxwell equations of G ab by imposing the vacuum condition forG αβ . This implies different appropriate signs of electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor in field equations for two cases, and hence requires different signatures of the 5th dimension. Now we go back to Equation (26). There are four points of worth mentioning in the suggested field equations. First, the field equations relate a 4D part of a 5D tensor with a 4D tensor. This does not hold for general coordinate transformations in 5-dimensions but the field equations are justified by the covariance breaking discussed in Section VI. Second, the field equations are 4D equations and its matter side (right-hand-side of Equation (26)) is composed of the 4D energy-momentum tensor, not a 5D one. This is a consequence of the notion of particle-thread as discussed in Section III. Third, the field equations have new interaction terms compared to Einstein-Maxwell equations. Fourth, the suggested field equations become identical to Einstein's field equations in the electromagnetic field-free case.
VIII. UNIT SYSTEM
Before seeing the experimental implications of the model, we check our unit. In our system we take G = c = µ 0 /(16π) = 16πǫ 0 = 1. So, time, mass, and charge are all expressed in the length dimension. The conversion factors for mass and charge become
where the checked symbols refer to the numerical parts of the constants in the MKSC units. For electric potential,
which is dimensionless. The Planck mass and the Planck charge become
The Planck mass is twice the Planck charge.
IX. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
The effect of deformed space-time metric and the correction terms of the 4-acceleration are experimental observables for the test of the present model. For the explicit calculation of these two, the 4-potential should be known. As discussed in Section IV, the retarded electromagnetic 4-potential of the given electromagnetic source distribution in the undeformed space-time can be used as the zeroth order of the perturbation method under the assumption of that the 4-potential is small. This assumption is reasonable for the most cases since the conversion factor of the electric potential is order of 10 −27 as shown in Section VIII. The following discussion will use particle picture in the space-time for the intuitive appeal.
For the simplicity, we take the electromagnetic source to be a spherically symmetric charge Q with mass M such that g ab can be considered as a Schwarzschild metric. We assume that Q/r and M/r are both small parameters in the region of interest, so that the 4-potential becomes
to the first order of that parameters. We proceed with this 4-potential for the following discussion. From now on, the tilde for the deformed space-time will be omitted in this section.
A. Metric of the deformed space-time
We compare the metric of the deformed space-time against the Reissner-Nordström metric which is the metric of the space-time according to Einstein-Maxwell equations. Adopting the unit system of the present paper, the Reissner-Nordström metric is given by
while the metric of the deformed space-time is
The effect of the charge becomes four times bigger in g 00 and disappears in g 11 . This difference will give a chance to check that which metric describes the phenomena better by measuring the bending of light ray passing near a charged object.
The bending of light ray in the Reissner-Nordström metric is given at [12] by using the method in [13] . The deflection angle α is
up to the second power of 1/r 0 , where r 0 denotes the closest approach distance of the light ray to the object [14] . Here, we adopt the unit system of the present paper. By following the same procedure in [12, 13] , the deflection angle for the metric of the deformed space-time becomes
The effect of charge Q in the deflection angle is different in two cases by factor 8/3. The derivation of deflection angle is given at Appendix H. The equation between the impact parameter b and the closest approach distance r 0 is given at [13] for a general metric. In case of the Reissner-Nordström metric, it is
and in case of the deformed space-time metric, it is
If the measurable parameter is not r 0 but b, the above two equations can be used to obtain r 0 for Equation (35) and (36).
B. Correction terms in the 4-acceleration
To calculate the explicit components of Equation (18), we consider a radial acceleration during a radial motion of a test particle with charge q and mass m. The 4-velocity of the particle is
Now, for the electromagnetic field tensor, the only non-zero components of F a b are
so that the Lorentz force term of the 4-acceleration becomes
Meanwhile, to the leading order, which is the lowest order in Q,
Combining all these terms according to Equation (18), the 4-acceleration becomes
The second and the third terms in the right-hand-side might give a chance to test the model experimentally.
X. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In the present paper, the 5th dimension is introduced to explain the electromagnetism in terms of the geometric structure. The electromagnetic field-free 5D manifold is constructed by dragging the space-time. Then, electromagnetic 4-potential is interpreted as a shearing-like deformation factor of the 5D manifold and we obtain the resultant metric of the deformed 5D manifold which has the similar form of Kaluza-Klein metric with φ 2 = 1. But the embedment of the space-time is different and the metric employs a different electromagnetic potential.
The notion of the particle-thread naturally arises from the construction of the 5D manifold. A particle existing in the space-time will be dragged along the direction of the 5th axis as the 5D manifold is constructed from the dragging of the space-time. The particle-thread automatically guarantees the independence of the energy-momentum and the metric with respect to the 5th dimension. In addition to that, the particle-threads make it to be natural to use the 4D energy-momentum tensor along with the 4-current density for the description of 5D matter. By adopting the particle-thread, the electric charge of a particle is no more a pre-given property but a quantity describing the motion of a particle-thread, that is to say the mass flow rate of a particle-thread along its extension. Furthermore, the mass flow to the 5th dimension results the shearing of the 5D manifold to the 5th dimension.
It is assumed that every portion of a particle-thread follows its 5D geodesic. Then a particle in the space-time is the cross section of the corresponding particle-thread along the space-time. A 4D trajectory of a particle in the space-time is the trace of the cross section of the particle-thread on the space-time which makes the 4D trajectory becomes the projection of a 5D geodesic onto the space-time. After the projection, its deviation from the space-time geodesic depends on the closeness between the direction of the 5D geodesic and the space-time. With this deviation, the projection in the deformed manifold results in the trajectory of a particle with the Lorentz force exerting on it. In addition to the Lorentz force term, there are additional small correction terms in the present model. The correction terms would be much smaller than the Lorentz force term unless the potential becomes extremely high.
By examining the compatibility of reference frames it is concluded that the covariance of the 5th dimension is broken and there exists a common neutral plane. From the covariance breaking, there should be restrictions on the coordinate transformations in the 5-dimensions. These restrictions make the 4D part of a 5D tensor behaves as a 4D tensor. Since any relative motions in the space-time are parallel to the neutral plane, the covariance of the space-time still holds. The covariance breaking of the 5th dimension and the existence of the common neutral plane with the common 5th axis seem to originate from the dragging of the space-time.
The field equations between the 5D metric and the 5D matter are split into two equations, as a consequence of the particle-thread and the covariance breaking. One is Maxwell's equations in the deformed space-time, and the physically valid solution for these is the retarded potential in the deformed space-time. The other field equations which extend Einstein's field equations are suggested asḠ ab = 8πT ab . The total energy-momentum tensor is the sum of energy-momenta of the matter, the electromagnetic field, and the interaction between the electromagnetic potential and the electric current. The last one is a newly introduced term. The 4D metric signature is fixed to be (+ − − −) to have the appropriate total energy-momentum tensor. This signature fixing makes the 5th dimension to be time-like. 
The construction of this model leaves a few topics that require further research. First, the physical mechanism of dragging and a more fundamental cause of the covariance breaking should be discussed. Second, the reason why a specific directional degree of freedom is selected to be devoted for the dragging should be studied. One possibility is that the 5th dimension may have been evolved differently from the other four dimensions in the early universe. Third, there might exist a pre-given 5D energy-momentum even it is improper under the construction of the 5D manifold and the particle-thread. Quantization of the 5th dimension may allow this by introducing a finite 5-volume density since then the thickness of the space-time along the 5th dimension becomes non-zero. Fourth, the possibility of a wave along the particle-thread is raised. If it exists, its property should be investigated. Last, numerical estimations of the correction terms are needed to compare with the experimental values.
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TaeHun Kim gives special thanks to Hyunbyuk Kim, the corresponding author, for numerous communications and conversations which helped the research greatly. HbK also gave a number of detailed elaborations for the present paper. THK gives thanks to JinWoo Sung who were interested in the present topic and willing to have a discussion about it. JWS too gave detailed elaborations even in his military service. Finally, THK thanks for anonymous acquaintances who gave encouragements. While a metric deformation is considered in mathematical literatures [15, 16] , we introduce a formalism which can treat the change of manifold in a more direct and intuitive way. Before discussing our formalism, we give a brief remark about the metric deformation in each reference. In [15] , the considered deformation is only about the metric, not about the manifold itself, that the metric of a flat 2D manifold undergoes a deformation by a coordinate transformation on the 2D manifold. In [16] , the deformation of a manifold itself is treated, but the considered deformation is to cut off a part of an original manifold and then replace it with some other same dimensional manifold possessing a different metric. These two are different from our formalism since the one used in this paper is a physical operation on a manifold itself, and it works as a continuous change of the manifold without cutting it off.
A deformation in the present paper is a physical operation acting on a manifold such that the distance structure of the manifold, and hence the metric, changes keeping the previously established coordinate system. The idea can be illustrated through the following example. First, think of a physical 2D flat plane embedded in a 3D Euclidean space. In that plane, the assigned Cartesian coordinates can be visualized by orthogonal lines of constant x and constant y. This plane can be deformed by an exerted stress on it, and can be turned into a curved surface, i.e., spherical or saddle surface. Then its intrinsic curvature will be changed, depending on the resultant surface. When the intrinsic curvature is changed, it cannot be a flat plane in R 3 any more. For the curved resultant surface, we may put the original flat plane to be tangent at a chosen point. Near that point, to the first order, we can express the coordinates of the resultant surface in terms of the coordinates of the original plane. From the second order, however, this cannot be done since the non-vanishing intrinsic curvature depends on the second derivatives of the metric. This suggests that the first order derivatives of the resultant surface coordinates with respect to the original plane coordinates can be used to measure how much the resultant surface is deformed. Also, these first order derivatives will not satisfy the commutativity of the second partial derivatives in general when the resultant surface is curved, because the resultant surface coordinates cannot be fully obtained through a coordinate transformation of the original plane coordinates. Now extend the above idea to an N-dimensional manifold with a general metric. The embedment is no more considered and only the intrinsic geometry is dealt with. If this manifold is deformed, the deformation could be expressed by quantities resembling the first order derivatives as in the previous 2D example. This is the deformation operator which is expressed as D γ α in Equation (4) . Then how the effect of the deformation can be expressed in terms of the quantities associated with the manifold? Recalling the 2D example, the first order derivatives at a point were obtained when the deformed and the undeformed ones become tangent at that point. In this setup, they share a common tangent space at the point and the metric of the deformed surface at that point will be obtained via the usual tensor transformation rule with the transformation matrix composed of these first order derivatives. Therefore, for general cases, it is reasonable to deduce Equation (4) that resembles a coordinate transformation to express how the deformation affects the metric, again, because the first order derivatives of the coordinates represent the deformation. But then, the crucial difference between the deformation operator and the coordinate transformation matrix is their derivatives. There is no condition for the derivative of a deformation operator. But for the coordinate transformation matrix, there is a condition forced to satisfy which is the commutativity of the second partial derivatives between the new and the old coordinates. In other words, a deformation resembles a coordinate transformation in such a way that for each single point of a manifold its effect can be treated as a coordinate transformation, even though the coordinate transformation which is valid for the whole deformed manifold cannot be achieved while a deformation affects the whole manifold. This is why we cannot obtain the Riemann tensor, the Ricci tensor, and the Ricci scalar of the deformed manifold by regarding the deformation operator as a coordinate transformation matrix. Those quantities involve derivatives of the metric tensor which require not only one point but also the nearby points of the manifold.
The deformation is a physical operation on a manifold, so actually it would be better to be called as a manifold deformation but since the effect of a deformation is always expressed in terms of a metric, we use the term deformation only. And generically, the deformation of a manifold does not rely on a higher dimensional ambient manifold. In the present model, a deformation of the 5D manifold is caused internally by flowing particle-threads in the 5D manifold.
To explicitly see that the deformation is a physical operation on a manifold, we consider a deformation applied to a 2D flat plane which resembles a coordinate transformation rescaling each axis, or in other words, a deformation that stretches or compresses the plane along the direction of each axis. This kind of deformation, with index α and β running from 1 to 2, will be expressed as
so that the metric of the deformed 2D surface to be
For this metric, the Gaussian curvature is
which is not necessarily vanishing and its value depends on the details of the deformation unlike the vanishing Gaussian curvature of the original 2D flat plane. Another example of the stretching and compressing deformation in the space-time is the Schwarzschild metric. The Schwarzschild metric with mass M has the form of
The Riemann tensor of Schwarzschild metric does not vanish so the metric cannot be a result of a coordinate transformation from the flat space-time metric. However, the Schwarzschild metric and the flat space-time metric have an identical angular part in a spherical coordinate and both are diagonalized. Therefore, the deformation which resembles the coordinate transformation of rescaling the time and the radial coordinate can make the Schwarzschild metric from the flat space-time metric. In this case, the deformation is done by
If we force to interpret D b a as a coordinate transformation matrix and denote the "Schwarzschild coordinates" as primed ones and the "flat coordinates" as unprimed ones, it is readily checkable that the second partial derivatives of t ′ with respect to t and r does not commute. Hence D b a cannot be a coordinate transformation matrix, but represents a deformation.
Computations (except Equation (C11)) in this appendix are not limited to the metric used in the present paper. They are able to be applied to any other metric. We expect these computations will be useful for future reference.
It is well known that Equation (15) requires
Now, using
Sinceḡ ab =g ab and dτ
Therefore, splitting the numerator gives
By using the Leibniz rule of differentiation,
(C6) There are three second derivatives of x with respect toτ . We apply Equation (15) to them. The result is
and transposing all of the f (τ )s in the right-hand-side to the left-hand-side gives
(C8) However, the left-hand-side is just equal to f (τ ) due to Equation (C4). Therefore,
(C9) The second and the last term can be combined to give a term with the Christoffel symbols of the first kind:
Until here, the details ofg αβ are never used. To obtain a simple expression in the case of the metric of the deformed 5D manifold, expand the Christoffel symbols of the first kind in terms of the metric. After expanding them, eliminate the terms involvingg αβ,4 andg 44,α which are zero. As a result, the first and the second terms cancel each other, and the last term vanishes. Finally,
Appendix D: The Christoffel symbols
From the metric and the inverse metric of the deformed 5D manifold given at Section IV, the Christoffel symbols of the deformed 5D manifold can be expressed in terms of the Christoffel symbols of the deformed space-time and electromagnetic 4-potential.
For the relation between the Christoffel symbols of the undeformed space-time (Γ a bc ) and those of the deformed space-time (Γ a bc ), we need to express the metric and the inverse metric of the undeformed space-time in terms of those of the deformed space-time:
where the second equation is obtained by applying the result of [17] to the first equation. Since the deformation does not change any coordinate values, the ordinary derivatives of g ab are identical in both undeformed space-time and The Ricci scalar for each metric g ab andg ab = g ab +Ã aÃb can be computed by using Equation (D4) in Appendix D. If R =R, the two metric cannot express the same 4D hypersurface, so the embedment of the space-time in the present model and in Kaluza-Klein theory will be different. The calculation is done up to the second power ofÃ a and higher order terms are excluded in the following equations. Starting from Equation (D4), the relation between the Riemann tensor becomes R =R.
(E3) Thus, the embedment of the space-time into the 5D manifold is different for two metrics g ab andg ab = g ab +Ã aÃb .
From these, the Riemann tensors in [11] are, 
However, in our case, the electromagnetic 4-potentialÃ a is defined on the deformed space-time. Thus the Riemann tensors should be expressed in terms ofÃ a and the covariant derivatives∇ a should also be defined in the deformed space-time. Fortunately, the Christoffel symbols obtained in Appendix D and in [11] differ only by the tilde mark on the electromagnetic 4-potential and disagree from the third order of the 4-potential. It can be checked by a direct computation that we can use those results up to the second order of the 4-potential and the Riemann tensor of the deformed space-time by replacing all the A a s, F ab s, and ∇ a s with theÃ a s,F ab s, and∇ a s. Again, following computations are all valid up to the second order of the 4-potential and the curvature quantities of the deformed space-time.
The Ricci tensor becomes, R ab =R 
Finally, the 4D part of the Einstein tensor of the deformed 5D manifold can be obtained: 
